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CHAPTER 1, INTRODUCTION
Document Structure
The Forest Service has prepared this Environmental Assessment (EA) in compliance with the
National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) and other relevant federal and state laws and
regulations. This Environmental Assessment discloses the direct, indirect, and cumulative
environmental impacts that would result from the proposed action and no action alternative. The
document is organized into four parts:
Introduction: The section includes information on the purpose of and need for the project, and
the Agency’s proposal for achieving that purpose and need. This section also details how the
Forest Service informed the public of the proposal and how the public responded.
Alternatives: This section provides a more detailed description of the agency’s proposed action
and compares it to the no-action alternative (Alternative 1). This discussion also includes project
design measures.
Affected Environment and Environmental Consequences: This section describes the existing
conditions and the environmental effects of implementing the proposed action and no action.
This analysis is organized by resource area.
Consultation and Coordination: This section provides a list of document preparers, Tribes, Tribal
Corporations and agencies consulted during the development of the environmental assessment as
well as a list of references used to prepare this Environmental Assessment.
Additional documentation, including resource specific detailed descriptions of the project area
and analyses of the project effects, may be found in the project planning record located at the
Sitka Ranger District Office in Sitka, Alaska.

Background
The Peril EA project evolved from three interrelated planning efforts; the United States Forest
Service (USFS) False Island Integrated Resource Management Plan (IRMP) planning group, the
Sitkoh River and Creek Watershed Inventory and Watershed Restoration Plan (Sitkoh WRP)
(USDA 2009) and the Sitka Collaborative Stewardship Group (SCSG) (see figure 1for project
area).
The USFS False Island IRMP began in 2006 and took a holistic approach to forest management
within the False Island and Peril Strait area, identifying an array of timber, silviculture,
recreation, wildlife, fisheries and watershed resource needs within the area. This IRMP process
not only identified project opportunities, but also looked to see if multiple projects could be
conducted concurrently, thereby saving time and money. The first project that transpired from
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this effort was wildlife habitat enhancement along the near shore area surrounding False Island.
This project, the Ocean Boulevard Wildlife Improvement Project, completed 2011, improved
wildlife habitat by thinning trees to improve stand conditions and also remove those thinned trees
to hasten understory development. The removed trees can then be sold, used for stream
restoration or traded under a future stewardship contract to offset future contract costs.
Partnerships were also fostered during this time, when the Sitka Conservation Society (SCS)
became interested the idea of stewardship contracting and garnering public support and
involvement in management of the False Island area. SCS applied for and received grant monies
from the National Forest Foundation to both monitor habitat improvements within the Ocean
Boulevard project and create the SCSG.
Surveys and inventories that were conducted for the Sitkoh River and Sitkoh Creek watersheds,
which were completed in 2009, helped to further identify and define specific fish, watershed and
wildlife projects within the area. Several projects including riparian and upland thinning, culvert
replacement, fisheries habitat enhancement and reconstruction of a major stream diversion were
developed in the Sitkoh WRP report.
The SCSG has an open membership and is comprised of representatives from various State,
local, Tribes and Federal government agencies, private organizations and public individuals.
Active members include representatives from the SCS, USFS, Sitka Tribe of Alaska, City and
Borough of Sitka (CBS), State of Alaska Departments of Fish and Game and Natural Resources,
Sitka Economic and Development Association and USDA Housing and Urban Development.
Information regarding results of the SCSG collaboration are listed in the Public Involvement
section.
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Figure 1 – Vicinity map showing Peril Project area.
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Figure 2 – Project area map detailing Land Use Designations.

Purpose & Need for Action
The preliminary purpose and need for the Peril Project is derived from the direction, goals, and
objectives in the 2008 Tongass Land and Resource Management Plan (see figure 1 and 2 for
project area). Goals include that fish and wildlife habitat is maintained and improved to ensure
sustainable fish and wildlife and their uses and also that recreational opportunities and facilities
are maintained or enhanced.
The purpose and need for the Peril EA Project is to:
•
Improve vegetation, watershed condition and wildlife habitat in densely stocked
young growth upland and riparian stands.
•
To provide recreation trails for access usage by people to the East Sitkoh Cabin,
improving fishing opportunities and enhance stream bank stability.
•
Improve fish habitat in three tributary stream reaches flowing into Sitkoh Lake that
currently lack stream habitat complexity.
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•
•

Improve fish and wildlife habitat and large wood recruitment potential to stream
channels in densely stocked young growth riparian communities.
Need for additional OHV access for recreation and subsistence fishing and hunting.

Management Direction
Forest Plan Land Use Designations (LUD) in the Project Area
The Tongass Forest Plan LUDs are designed to guide management of the National Forest Lands
within the Tongass. Each LUD provides for a unique combination of activities, practices and
uses. The Peril EA project is located within areas identified as Timber Production, Modified
Landscape, Old Growth Habitat and Scenic Viewshed LUDs (see figure 2). See Tongass Forest
Management Plan (2008) for further description.

Decision Framework
The Sitka District Ranger is the Responsible Official for this project. Based on the
environmental analysis in this EA, the Sitka District Ranger will decide whether or not and how
to proceed with the associated activities as described in the Proposed Action. The District
Ranger will also determine whether or not and what monitoring will occur for the project.
The Responsible Official has authority to choose the no action alternative, the proposed action or
portions of the proposed action, and implement the project according to the decision. Such
decisions and the rationale for the decision will be documented in the project Decision Notice
and Finding of No Significant Impact (DN and FONSI).

Public Involvement
The Peril Project has been on the Tongass National Forest Schedule of Proposed Action since
January 1, 2010.
To date, the public has been invited to participate in the following ways:
Public Mailing: On May 6, 2011 a letter providing information and seeking public comment
was mailed to approximately 70 individuals and groups that had previously shown interest in
Forest Service projects in and around the Sitka District. This included federal and state agencies,
Alaska Native groups, municipal offices, businesses, interest groups, and individuals. A list of
the public comments with the Forest Service responses will be provided, as an appendix in the
Decision Notice.
Notice: A public notice providing for a 30-day comment period was published in the Sitka
sentinel May 20, 2011. At the same time scoping letters were sent out to several interested
organizations and parties to get comments on the initial proposal.
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Meetings with Agencies: The U.S. Forest Service contacted the U. S. Fish and Wildlife Service
July 2011 and provided information on the project. The project received verbal concurrence
from the U. S. Fish and Wildlife Service.

Issues
For the purposes of this analysis, issues identified during the public involvement process are
categorized as Either Effect Issues and Non-effect Issues. Effect issues are those directly or
indirectly caused by implementing the proposed action and represent disputes, disagreements or
debate about the effects of the proposed action. Non-effect issues are those: 1) outside the scope
(not related to the effects) of the proposed action; 2) already decided by law, regulation, Forest
Plan, or other higher level decision; 3) irrelevant to the decision to be made; or 4) conjectural and
not supported by scientific or factual evidence.
After reviewing public comments, one primary concern that showed up in several responses was
methodology and justification for the silvicultrual treatments identified in the proposed action.
The pertinent resources reports address these concerns as well as other comments received.

Planning Record
Additional documentation, including more detailed analyses of project area resources, is filed in
the project planning record located at the Sitka Ranger District Office in Sitka, Alaska. Other
reference documents such as the Forest Plan and the Tongass Timber Reform Act are available at
the Sitka Ranger District Office in Sitka, Alaska. The Forest Plan is also available on the
Internet and CD-ROM.
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CHAPTER 2, ALTERNATIVES, INCLUDING THE
PROPOSED ACTION
This chapter describes and compares the alternatives considered for the Sitka Ranger District
(SRD)Peril Project. It includes a description and map. This section also presents the alternatives
in comparative form, sharply defining the differences between each alternative and providing a
clear basis for choice among options by the decision maker and the public. Some of the
information used to compare the alternatives is based upon the design of the alternative and some
of the information is based upon the environmental, social, and economic effects of
implementing each alternative.

Alternatives
Alternative 1 (No Action)
In Alternative 1, no actions will be taken. The Forest Service would conduct no actions and
existing conditions will remain.
If future actions in the Peril Project area were desired, new NEPA analysis would need to be
initiated. It should be noted that current road and trail maintenance for existing infrastructure
will continue.
Alternative 2 (Proposed Action)
Silvicultural Treatment
SRD has targeted 2122 total acres for silvicultural treatment, 1618 acres of upland and 504 acres
of riparian forest. The treatments for each stand are developed using the Forest Management
Plan and Land Use Designations (LUDs) (see table 1 for stand information and figure 3 map).
Proposed silvicultural stand treatments for individual LUDs:
•

Stands in Timber Production and Modified Landscape LUDs that have not been
precommercially thinned: Dependent on site specific conditions stands will be
precommercial thinned with a leave tree spacing ranging from 14’x14’ up to 18’x18’.
Due to cost and to limit soil disturbance felled material from stand treatments will not
be removed from stands.

•

Precommercially thinned stands in Timber Production and Modified Landscape
LUDs: Dependent on site specific conditions stands will be precommercial thinned
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with a leave tree spacing ranging from 14’x14’ up to 20’x20’. These stands will also
be evaluated for a potential pruning operation.
•

Stands in Old Growth LUDs: Dependent on site specific conditions stands will be
thinned with a leave tree spacing ranging from 14’x14’ feet up to 25’x25’. These
stands will also be evaluated for a potential pruning operation and placing wildlife
gaps of up to a half acre in size scattered throughout the stands (gaps are defined as
small areas within tree stands that are cleared of standing trees).

•

Riparian Management Areas located in managed stands will be inspected and
depending on site specific conditions will be thinned with a leave tree spacing
ranging from 14’x14’up to 25’x25’. With the exception of the felled trees used for
the large woody debris enhancement (see LWD Enhancement section below), no
material will be removed from stands.

•

For all stands targeted: Felled material from stand treatments will not be removed
from stands. Game trails and wildlife corridors may be created to increase
connectivity and slash treatments may occur to enhance the decomposition rate of
felled trees.

VCU

Stand

Acres

Year Harvested

Year

LUD

243

116
143
223
275
281
288
302
305
313
327
450
466
507
532
534
715
716
717
718
58
236

223
314
144
37
114
91
38
30
74
37
36
131
180
16
60
66
83
100
90
72
186

1976
1976
1972
1974
1974
1975
1975
1976
1976
1978
1977
1978
1973
1978
1977
1976
1973
1973
1972
1970
1971

PCT
1993
1996
1994
No PCT
No PCT
No PCT
No PCT
No PCT
No PCT
1994
No PCT
No PCT
1995
No PCT
No PCT
No PCT
1995
1997
No PCT
2001
1999

TM
TM
TM
TM
ML
ML
ML
ML
ML
TM/ML
OG
OG
TM
TM/ML
OG
TM
TM
TM
TM
OG
TM/OG

244

Total

2122

Table 1. Table shows targeted tree stands, with harvest and pre-commercial thinning history,
prescribed for treatment in the Peril Project. Treatment for stands will be based on LUD type for
which each stand is located.
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OHV Road Re-opening
SRD, when funding becomes available, will open FS Rd 7540 FI for OHV traffic from mile post
13.45 to its terminus (see figure 4). This portion of the road was closed during the Sitka Access
and Travel Management Plan (ATM) review. Reopening this road will require the construction
of several stream fords. No bridges or culverts will be used.
Trail construction
SRD has targeted a 0.41 mile trail construction creating a foot trail from FS Rd 7544 FI to the
East Sitkoh Lake Recreation cabin (see figure 5). Trail construction will incorporate a variety of
trail building techniques including a bridge to span Sitkoh Creek (inlet portion to Sitkoh Lake).
It should be noted that the original scoping document stated that the Forest Service would be
providing maintenance and potential trail section relocation on the 3.69 mile Sitkoh Lake to
Sitkoh Bay trail, however this component will be covered in a separate document.
Large Woody Debris Enhancement
SRD has targeted 2.2 miles of Sitkoh Lake inlet streams for large woody debris (LWD)
enhancement (see figure 5). As a component to the silvicultural treatments, SRD plans to thin
the adjacent riparian community. Using trees felled in the adjacent stands the SRD will then
place these trees in the stream channel. No heavy equipment will be used in this portion of the
thinning and all trees will be placed with hand tools (i.e. chainsaw and chainsaw winch).
Placement of LWD will be designed to target optimal fish habitat enhancement and improve
large woody debris recruitment.
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Figure 3 – Project area with proposed silviculture actions shown.
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Figure 4 – Map showing the OHV trail component of the project area.
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Figure 5 – Map showing the large woody enhancement and foot trail component of the proposed
action.
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Project Design Criteria
The following design criteria are incorporated into this EA to minimize or eliminate negative
effects to fisheries, wildlife resources, watershed, and soil and to address concerns about invasive
plant species.
•

•
•

•

•

•
•

•
•

Cut trees shall be felled away from roads, ditches, road banks, sinkholes, established
game and recreation trails, ponds, and streams. Any trees falling in such areas shall be
removed and pulled back into the cutting area. Additionally, a 20-foot wide no-thin
buffer will be placed on each side of all class 1& 2 stream courses.
Camping permits for contractors performing thinning activities will not be approved
for areas known to have significant bear activity.
Thinning activities will not occur within 600 feet of goshawk nests between March 15
and August 15. There are known goshawk nesting areas (primary and alternate nest)
located within the Peril Project Area. All contracts will specify timing restrictions for
goshawks. Additionally, field surveys will be conducted by a trained wildlife
biologist shortly before or during contract preparation to determine if additional
protection measures for the nesting area are necessary. The contractor shall notify the
Forest Service promptly should a goshawk nest be found in or adjacent to a thinning
item, at which time a trained biologist will evaluate the site and implement
appropriate actions.
Thinning activities will not occur within 330 feet of bald eagle nests between March 1
and May 31and near any active nest from March 1 to August 31. There are several
known bald eagle nest sites along the Sitkoh Bay shoreline. Similar to goshawks all
stands will be surveyed prior to work and contractors shall notify the Forest Service
promptly should an eagle, other raptor or heron nest be found in or adjacent to a
thinning item as the following timing restrictions shall be applied.
Per a Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) between the Forest Service and the
State of Alaska Department of Fish and Game, Habitat Division, the agencies will
reach concurrence using the collaborative process prior to implementation of instream
activities in fish habitat (large wood placement, trail bridge construction and OHV
crossings)
The USFS shall also receive permitting from the Army Corps of Engineers (ACOE)
prior to construction of the LW structures, bridge and OHV crossings.
Specify in thinning contract that cut trees shall be felled away from roads, ditches,
road banks, sinkholes, established game and recreation trails, ponds, and streams.
Any trees falling in such areas shall be removed and pulled back into the cutting area.
Class 1 streams (anadromous/salmon): For riparian thinning work, no trees shall be
cut within 20 feet of the stream bank of Sitkoh River or Sitkoh Lake inlet streams.
Class II streams (resident fish): For riparian thinning work, no trees shall be cut
within 10 feet of stream bank. Trees will be directionally felled away from channel.
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•
•
•

•

•

•
•

•

•

•

Class III and IV streams (non fish bearing): Directionally fell trees away from stream
channel.
Construct OHV crossing structures as per Forest Service standards to ensure bank
stability and reduce impacts to water resources.
Canopy Gaps—Gaps will be created in conifer dominated portions of stands to
improve Sitka Black-tailed deer forage species such as blueberry, deer fern and
blueberry. Gaps may be ¼ to ½ acre and should be irregularly shaped (not a perfect
circle or square). There should be at least 150 feet between gaps which will be
variable spaced for visual concerns. Gaps can be up to 15% of unit area as a whole if
spacing allows. Gaps will not be located within 100 feet of Class 1 or 2 fish streams.
Slash Treatment—Slash will be removed from road surfaces, cut banks and drainage
ditches. The term "slash" is all vegetative material including, but not limited to, cull
logs, stumps, chunks, broken tops, limbs, branches, rotten wood, damaged brush,
damaged or destroyed reproduction, and materials such as saplings or poles, which is
created or disturbed.
The National Forest Management Act of 1976 (NFMA) states that forest planning
must ―provide for the diversity of plant and animal communities based on the
suitability and capability of the specific land area.‖(USDA 1976).
Require any contracted work to have weed-free equipment before coming to the
project area.
Where possible, camping permits for contractors performing thinning activities will
not be approved for sites infested with high priority Tongass invasive weed
populations. If no other acceptable site exists, thinning contracts will require
appropriate measures to limit the risk of spreading such weeds from the camp area.
Contract inspectors and the invasive species coordinator will consult about known
invasive species issues in the project areas.
USDA Departmental Regulations 9500-004 states that the National Forest will
provide habitats for all existing native and desired non-native plants, fish and wildlife
species to maintain at least a viable population of such species (USDA 1983).
36 CFR 219.19 (2000) ―For planning purposes, a viable population shall be regarded
as one which has the estimated numbers and distribution of reproductive individuals
to insure its continued existence is well distributed in the planning area. In order to
insure that viable populations will be maintained, habitat must be provided to support,
at least, a minimum number of reproductive individuals and that habitat must be well
distributed so that those individuals can interact with others in the planning area.‖
Tongass Land Management Plan states that planning must ―Avoid, minimize, or
mitigate adverse affects to rare plants and populations during project planning to
maintain known distributions throughout the Tongass National Forest.‖ (USDA
2008a)
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Threatened, Endangered, and Sensitive (TES) Species
If any active goshawk nests are found within the project area a 600 foot windfirm buffer, will be
applied, where available.
If any previously undiscovered endangered, threatened or sensitive wildlife species are
encountered at any point in time prior to or during the implementation of this project, the District
Biologist and/or Forest Biologist would be consulted, and appropriate measures would be
enacted.
Cultural
If cultural resources or items protected by the Native American Graves Protection and Repatriation Act
are discovered during implementation work should cease in the immediate vicinity. The sale administrator
should contact the District Ranger first and subsequently the zone archaeologist should be contacted. The
District Ranger and zone archaeologist will then apply stipulations XIII or XV of the Third Amended
Programmatic agreement Among The USDA Forest Service, Alaska Region, The Advisory Council on
Historic Preservation, and The Alaska State Historic Preservation Officer. According to the terms of this
programmatic agreement Section XIII A; “The SHPO shall be notified by the Forest Service immediately
upon discovery that a known or previously unrecorded cultural resource has been affected in an
unanticipated way by an undertaking implemented under this agreement in accordance with the
provisions of 36 CFR 800.13 (a)(1) ”.
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CHAPTER 3, AFFECTED ENVIRONMENT AND
ENVIRONMENTAL CONSEQUENCES
Introduction
This chapter briefly describes the existing condition of the project area and the potential changes
to the environment due to implementation of the alternatives. Effects are quantified where
possible, but qualitative discussions are also included.
The following discussion of resources, existing conditions and potential effects associated with
each of the alternatives takes advantage of existing information included in the 2008 Forest Plan
Final Environmental Impact Statement (FEIS); other project Environmental Assessments (EAs);
project-specific resource reports and related information; roads analyses; and other sources as
indicated. Where applicable, such information is briefly summarized and referenced to minimize
duplication.
This EA hereby incorporates, by reference, the project planning record and resource reports
contained in the planning record (40 CFR 1502.21). The planning record for this project
includes all project-specific information, including resource reports and other results of field
investigations used to support the analysis and conclusions in this EA. These reports: Water and
Fisheries Resources, Management Indicator Species, Sensitive Plant Species, Heritage
Resources, and Recreation, Silviculture, Botany and Invasive Species, as well as a Biological
Evaluation for Threatened, Endangered, and Sensitive Species were prepared for the Peril Project
area. Resource reports contain the detailed data, methodologies, analyses, conclusions, maps,
references, and technical documentation that the resource specialists relied upon to reach the
conclusions in this EA. The planning record also contains information resulting from public
involvement efforts. The planning record is located at the Sitka Ranger District Office in Sitka,
Alaska. Information from the record is available upon request.

Analyzing Effects
Environmental consequences are the effects of implementing an alternative on the physical,
biological, social, and economic environment. The Council on Environmental Quality (CEQ)
regulations implementing the National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) includes a number of
specific categories to use for the analysis of environmental consequences. Several of these
categories are applicable to the analysis of the proposed project and alternatives. They form the
basis of much of the analysis that follows and are explained briefly below.
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Direct, Indirect, and Cumulative Effects
Effects disclosed in this document are organized into three categories: direct, indirect, and
cumulative effects. Direct environmental effects occur at the same time and place as the initial
cause or action. Indirect effects occur later in time or are spatially removed from the action.
Cumulative effects result from the incremental effects of actions, when added to other past,
present, and reasonably foreseeable future actions. Cumulative effects can result from
individually minor, but collectively significant, actions taking place over a period of time.
Unavoidable Adverse Effects
Implementation of an action alternative may cause some adverse environmental effects that
cannot be effectively mitigated or avoided. Unavoidable adverse effects often result from
managing the land for one resource at the expense of the use or condition of one or several other
resources. Many adverse effects can be reduced, mitigated, or avoided by limiting the extent or
duration of effects. The interdisciplinary procedure used to identify specific management
activities was designed to eliminate or minimize adverse consequences. The application of
Forest Plan Standards and Guidelines, Best Management Practices (BMPs), project-specific
project design and mitigation measures, and monitoring are all intended to further limit the
extent, severity, and duration of potential effects. Such measures are discussed throughout this
chapter. Regardless of the use of these measures, some adverse effects will occur. The purpose
of this chapter is to fully disclose these effects.
Irreversible and Irretrievable Commitments
Irreversible commitments imply a loss of future options. The term ―irreversible commitment‖
applies primarily to the effects of an action on the use of non-renewable resources such as
minerals or cultural resources. The term can also apply to qualities of resources, for example soil
productivity, that are renewable only over long periods of time.
Irretrievable commitments apply to the loss of production or use of a natural resource. For
example, while an area is serving as a road, timber production capabilities that could have
utilized those trees are irretrievably lost. While the production lost is irretrievable while the land
is a road, the timber resource is not irreversibly lost because that land could grow trees again in
the future.
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Resource Considerations
Forest and District level resource specialists were consulted regarding the direct, indirect and
cumulative effects of the proposed action. No extraordinary circumstances exist which would be
impacted by conducting the proposed action. No irreversible or irretrievable commitment of
resources is anticipated. It was determined that no significant adverse effects are expected to
occur as a result of project implementation.
The following paragraphs summarize the analyses for key resources – silviculture, wildlife,
watershed and fisheries, subsistence, heritage resources, recreation, and botany. Supporting
documentation and complete analyses for all resources are located in the project record.

Silviculture
Existing Conditions
In the past, even-aged forest management was the most common stand management system used
on the Tongass. As a result, large tracts of land, often hundreds of acres at a time, were
harvested using clearcut harvesting methods. After harvest, conifers, shrubs, and herbaceous
plants rapidly regenerate the site and become established. At 25 to 35 years of age, shortly
following crown closure, forest stands enter the stem exclusion stage. During this stage, the
competition for sunlight by trees reduces their growth potential and the understory shrub and
herb layer is virtually eliminated due to significant reductions in quantity and quality of light.
Without stand disturbance, this stage can persist for a 100 years or longer. The lack of a shrub
and herbaceous understory, structural diversity, and other components associated with the stem
exclusion stage can heavily impact wildlife species dependant on these characteristics.
Precommercial thinning was completed on some of the Peril Project stands at 15 to 25 years of
age and some of these stands are currently approaching the stem exclusion phase again as the
crowns of the leave trees are growing together. Other stands were never thinned and are in the
stem exclusion stage now. Some of the riparian buffers were never thinned in stands where a
precommercial thinning occurred (see Table 1. Chapter 2 for harvest information). This project
strives to promote forest maturation and the consequent benefits to wildlife, timber resources,
and riparian management areas through a series of primary and intermediate treatments as
recommended by the Tongass Young Growth Strategy 2008 (UDSA 2008b).
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Figure 6. Existing condition of some tree stands in the project area. Tree stand in the stem
exclusion stage (note lack of understory vegetation).

Figure 7. Example of a treatment area; a recently thinned area with free slash (note improved
understory lighting).
Figures 6 and 7 above show an unthinned area in stem exclusion (figure 6) and an area after
thinning (figure 7). Notice the increased tree spacing and enhanced understory lighting after
thinning.
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Silvicultural Treatment Objectives
Improve Sitka black-tailed deer winter habitat which includes understory forage species
Improve tree size, quality and vigor
Enhance snow interception areas (in an average winter) and forage production
Accelerate the creation of old growth characteristics, i.e., complexity at stand and
landscape scales
Increase edge habitat and side lighting to enhance or maintain forage production
Improve wildlife movement (slash management) and security cover
Provide year-round travel corridors for wildlife
Direct/Indirect and Cumulative Effects
Alternative 1: No Action
Vegetation and forest health would not be affected by further management activities. Stands not
already in the stem exclusion stage will rapidly enter it. In the stem exclusion stage trees become
crowded reducing growth (diameter), individual tree canopies become smaller due to shading by
adjacent trees, and tree growth slows. Understory vegetation will become shaded out in areas
with thick conifer regeneration and will remain very sparse until the stands enter the understory
reinitiation stage in 100 or more years (Oliver and Larson 1996). Opportunities for future
management will be limited in stagnated stands, trees will not be available for large woody
debris recruitment in riparian areas for a longer period of time and previously harvested stand’s
return to old growth condition will be delayed. Foot access trails to the east Sitkoh Lake
Recreation cabin will not be improved and the targeted OHV road opening will not occur.
Current maintenance will be maintained for existing infrastructure.
Alternative 2: Proposed Action
Precommercial thinning, pruning and gap treatment will increase tree growth, allow sunlight to
reach the forest floor to stimulate understory vegetation, improve commercial tree value and
increase stand diversity.
In development LUDs tighter precommercial thinning spacing will improve tree growth, increase
sunlight penetration to the forest floor and by leaving additional trees set the stand up for a
commercial thin in approximately 30-40 years. These stands will also be evaluated for a
potential pruning to allow additional light to reach the forest floor and increase tree value.
In non-development LUDs wider precommercial thinning spacing will extend the time until
canopy closure starts to shade out the understory. Pruning can further increase sunlight
penetration to the forest floor improving understory vegetative development. Additionally, due
to improved tree growth the return of these stands to old growth like conditions will be
accelerated. Gap treatments will also be considered to further increase stand diversity and
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understory vegetation development. Although gap treatments are designed to improve habitat
for wildlife from a silvicultural perspective they help to create diversity in tree cohorts.
Precommercial thinning will improve tree growth in riparian areas and these trees will then be
available for large woody debris recruitment in wood dependent channels.
The cumulative effect of this alternative will be improved forest diversity. In the long-term the
different silvicultural treatments that will be prescribed will help in diversifying the targeted tree
stands, accelerating the growth trend of second growth stands to a more desirable old growth.
Combined with neighboring projects, such as Ocean Boulevard, this will help to create healthier
forest in the Peril project area.
The trail construction, OHV road re-opening and large wood placement components of this
alternative will have no direct or indirect effect on silvicultural production. There is already an
existing foot-path where the trail construction is going to occur. The OHV will occur on a
previous closed logging road and will not disturb any trees. Large wood used for the
enhancement will come from nearby thinned stands already addressed above.
Summary of effects on silviculture resources:
Brief Summary of Effects
Direct

No-action Alternative

Proposed Action
Alternative

No effect

No effect

Indirect

Cumulative

Effect; stands will proceed
on same growth trend,
many will reach the stem
exclusion stage delaying old
growth development

Effect; if untreated overall
forest health for the
project area will decrease
as heterogeneity is lost

Effect; targeted stands
would receive treatment
altering growth trend to
help maintain stand
diversity and expedite old
growth development

Effect; overall treatments
will enhance
heterogeneity within the
forest stands and when
coupled with other
projects will help to
improve overall health of
the forest in the Peril
project area

Wildlife
Existing Conditions
Even-aged harvesting practices that occurred 25-35 years ago have dramatically altered the
growth trend of a large portion of the forest stands in the Peril Project area. Many of the stands
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have or are shortly approaching the stem exclusion stage. During this stage, the understory shrub
and herb layer is virtually eliminated due to significant reductions in quantity and quality of
light. Without stand disturbance, this stage can persist for 50 years or longer. The lack of a shrub
and herbaceous understory, structural diversity (i.e. canopy gaps), and other components
associated with the stem exclusion stage can heavily impact wildlife species dependant on these
characteristics. Additionally wildlife migration barriers can be created once the stem exclusion
stage is reached (see figures 1 and 2 in Chapter 1).
To improve wildlife habitat, the Peril Project is targeting past harvested areas for silvicultural
treatments. When targeting stands for wildlife habitat improvements managers are often faced
with wildlife habitat goals and objectives that can be perceived to be conflicting because not all
species require the same set of stand attributes. However, because Sitka black-tail deer are
considered a Management Indicator Species (MIS) and are an excellent ―key-stone‖ species for
animals dependent of old growth attributes, most of the discussion will refer to enhancement of
deer habitat. Additionally, it is important to recognize that a lot of the supporting literature for
wildlife enhancement is directed towards deer habitat. Furthermore, it is key to note that
improvements to deer habitat benefit more than deer since the desired future condition includes:
(1) an abundant and species rich (diverse) understory, (2) a relatively high abundance of
evergreen forbs, as well as blueberry and huckleberry for winter range, and (3) simultaneously,
an overstory sufficient to intercept snow, Tongass Young Growth Strategy (2008b). Some of the
discussion will refer to brown bears and goshawks but for most other species please refer to the
Wildlife Resource Report in the project record.
Direct/Indirect and Cumulative Effects
Alternative 1: No Action
Under the no action alternative there will be no short-term direct or indirect effects on wildlife
species. However, if the no action alternative is selected there will be long-term direct and
indirect effects (decade scale) on old growth dependent wildlife species, in particular Sitka
black-tail deer. If the no action alternative is selected, many of the targeted forest and riparian
stands will proceed on the same growth trend causing them to reach the stem exclusion stage,
dramatically decreasing the quality of wildlife habitat. Although there would be little to no short
term effect on wildlife habitat, the long-term effects of not providing stand thinning and gap
treatments would be the lost of understory vegetation and forest complexity. For species such as
deer, in moderate to heavy snow fall years, the lack of understory vegetation and forest
complexity will greatly reduce their winter time survival rate (Hanley et. al. 2006).
Additionally, without treatment, once the targeted stands reach the stem exclusion stage it could
take up to 50 years or longer before the understory reaches a reinitiation stage and foraging
habitat starts to improve (Oliver and Larson 1996). This delay in the development of forest
complexity would dramatically limit the quality of deer habitat available in the project area.
Therefore, if the stands are allowed to reach a stem exclusion stage, the carrying capacity for
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deer, within the stands, will decline. The long-term effect of this could be drastic. The
cumulative effect of no action would be a long-term depreciation of habitat. Numerous stands in
surrounding the Peril Project area have received treatment (e.g. Ocean Boulevard). If the project
area is allowed to persist on the same growth trend it will significantly reduce the ability to
enhance wildlife habitat and could potentially delay future treatment opportunities for 50-100
years (see silvicultural sections for further detail).
Alternative 2: Proposed Action
The proposed action is expected to have short-term minor direct and indirect effects on Sitka
black-tailed deer and brown bears. It is expected that during the project work activities, due to
human activity and noise levels, deer and bears will avoid the project activity area. However, the
largest component of this project is the silvicultural treatments, which has a primary objective to
enhance wildlife habitat, improve tree size, quality and vigor; increase or maintain vegetation
diversity; increase side lighting that promotes, enhances or maintains forage production; provide
year-round travel corridors for wildlife; maintain security cover; enhance snow interception areas
and increase structural diversity. This will be accomplished by prescribing a variety of thinning
and gap treatments and targeting engineered wildlife travel corridors through dense forest stands
and slash. In the long-term (several decades), treatments should benefit all old growth dependent
species. In the short-term (shortly after project is finished) deer and bears are expected to benefit
immediately after treatment while species such as goshawks will benefit once the targeted stands
start to resemble more mature old growth stands. The treatments are designed to provide
immediate relief from stands in/approaching the stem exclusion stage and target wildlife
corridors. Studies have shown that using thinning and gap treatments can accelerate understory
development, providing valuable foraging for deer (Doerr 1999, Hanley et. al. 2006, Barnard
2009, Alaback 2010). Additionally studies have shown that mature forest stands provide
valuable migration corridors and snow intercept (Wallamo and Shoen (1980). No productive old
growth habitat will be altered. The cumulative effect on wildlife is expected to be positive.
Coupling the treatments for this project with other treatments that have occurred on neighboring
projects (e.g. Ocean Boulevard) the cumulative effect would be large areas of higher value
wildlife habitat. For further detail on other species see Peril Project Wildlife Resource Report in
the planning record.
Because of the noise level from the human and machine activity the trail reconstruction will
cause short-term (during work activity) minor direct and indirect effects on deer and bear near
the project activity area. However, once the work activities are completed it is expected that
wildlife will continue to use the foot trial as a corridor. Because the trail construction will be
conducted in a short work window and the trail will improve a migration corridor, the long term
direct and indirect effects will be beneficial to wildlife. This component of the work activities
will have no cumulative effect on wildlife.
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The OHV trail is expected to have no direct, indirect or cumulative effect on deer and bears. The
OHV trail will improve hunter access and it is expected that a number of deer and potentially
some bears will be harvested in the area. However, the few individuals harvested are expected to
have no direct or indirect effect on their respected populations. There is no expected cumulative
effect on wildlife.
The large woody enhancement component will have short-term minor direct and indirect effect
on deer and bears. Similar to other work activities it is expected that during the work window
deer and bears will avoid the project area. However, the work window will be relatively short
and have no long-term effect on wildlife. Therefore there will be no long term direct, indirect or
cumulative effects.
Desired Effects
If the proposed action alternative is selected the desired effects that will be achieved, as
identified by The Tongass Young Growth Strategy (USDA 2008b), are:
•
•
•
•

•

•
•
•

•

Delays the onset of the shading out of understory vegetation;
Generally maintains or increases understory plant diversity and abundance, but gains are
short lived (10-15 years) unless the stand receives additional treatments;
Can increase the amount of deciduous browse in thinned areas vs. unthinned but must be
followed by additional commercial or precommercial treatments;
May increase structural diversity of the stand by creating larger diameter over-story trees
that will form a dominant cohort well into the future. Later thinning may allow new
cohorts of trees to establish, but the larger crop trees will provide characteristics more
comparable to an older mature stand (Increases the snow interception because of
increased growth of dominant trees);
Can improve herbaceous production on land with low site index. On these sites, tree
density is often less and understory diversity higher compared to highly productive sites.
Canopy closure on low sites after thinning takes longer than on high sites and herbs can
persist for a longer time.
Can reduce the time the stand is in the stem exclusion stage of development and
concentrate growth on residual trees.
Gaps created by variable spaced thinning can enhance diversity and provide greater
longevity than thinning (Alaback 2010).
Thinning slash may impede deer’s use of the treated area for a period of time after
treatment depending on if it was left in tree lengths or bucked and/or limbed and snow
loads. It can persist for 10 years or so. Leaving some areas unthinned and girdling some
trees instead of felling them can reduce the impact of slash on deer movement. Costs
increase greatly when the level of slash treatment increases. However, slash can be used
as a tool to limit herbivory while shrubs are re-establishing in the understory.
Treatments that increase side lighting may have a prolonged effect on the understory.
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•
•

•

•

Diversity of canopy structure may have a greater impact on snow interception.
Maintains variability across the landscape. When developing prescriptions, consider
surrounding stand age and condition. For example, we can tolerate some areas with heavy
slash as long as most surrounding stands are not already laden with heavy slash.
By shortening the time the stand is in the stem exclusion stage, thinning can enhance
stand differentiation and increase vertical diversity and canopy depth, key to producing
understory plants.
Stands that can be commercially thinned once or twice following a precommercial entry
appear to maintain herbaceous plants the best. Frequent light treatments are more
effective than infrequent heavy treatments.

Summary of effects on Wildlife Resources:
Brief Summary of Effects

No-action Alternative

Proposed Action
Alternative

Direct

Indirect

Effect (long-term);
stands will proceed
on same growth
trend, many will
reach the stem
exclusion stage
decreasing wildlife
habitat quality (i.e.
limiting foraging and
inhibiting migration)

Effect (long-term);
stands will proceed on
same growth trend,
many will reach the stem
exclusion stage
decreasing wildlife
habitat quality lowering
carrying capacity

Effect; small level of
avoidance during
work activity,
however, immediate
improvement to
understory lighting

Effect; targeted stands
would receive treatment
altering growth trend to
help maintain stand
diversity and increase
carrying capacity within
the project area
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Cumulative
Effect; if untreated
overall forest health
for the project area
will decrease lowering
wildlife habitat quality
within the project area
while neighboring
projects (e.g. Ocean
Boulevard) receive
treatment and
enhance habitat
quality
Effect; in conjunction
with other projects
(e.g. Ocean Boulevard)
the treatments would
improve overall forest
health and enhance
wildlife habitat within
the project area and
neighboring region
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Watershed and Fisheries
Existing Conditions
The Project Area for this analysis encompasses seven 6th field hydrologic unit code (HUC)
subwatersheds. The main subwatershed of this group is the False Island Creek, Sitkoh Lake,
Sitkoh River and White Rock watersheds. Overall, the Project Area encompasses 69,756 acres
(109 mi2). Table 2 below displays a summary of watershed characteristics and management
activities within the Project Area.
Item

Acres

Square
Miles
109
19.6
11.7
2.6

Miles

Density
(mi/ mi2)

% of Total
in WSA

Project Area
69,756
Harvest - Total
12,530
18.0
RMA - Total
7,511
10.8
RMA Harvest Total
1,670
22.2
Streams
517
4.7
Streams within
83
4.2
15.9
Harvest Units
Roads - Total
105
0.96
Roads - Open
44
0.4
41.9
(Vehicle and OHV)
Table 2. Project Area Watershed Characteristics and Existing Management Activities (WSA=
watershed area).
Surface Water and Fish Habitat
The Project Area has approximately 517 miles of mapped streams, 20.1 miles of which are
within the proposed units. Streams are differentiated by process group, channel type and Aquatic
Habitat Management Unit (AHMU) class. Process groups describe the geomorphic properties of
stream channels and their general location in the landscape, while channel types further
differentiate channels within process groups (Paustian 1992). AHMU class, channel types and
process groups are used to assign appropriate buffers. Methods of determining channel type and
process group are in FSH 2090.21 (USDA 2001). Estuarine (ES), Floodplain (FP) and Palustrine
(PA) process groups have the highest potential for anadromous fish habitat, with (FS), Moderate
Gradient-Mixed Control (MM) and Moderate Gradient-Controlled (MC) and Footslope (FS)
groups providing the highest potential for predominantly resident fish habitat. Within the Project
area, 15.6% and 26.5% of total high potential anadromous and resident fish habitat, respectively,
have had harvest immediately along their banks. Undersized or improperly installed culverts can
also impair fish habitat by blocking upstream migration. Currently there are 23 Red pipes
(culverts that prevent fish passage) on the road system within the Project Area. The replacement
or removal of these Red pipes was covered under previous NEPA projects and are currently
awaiting funding to address and fix their status within the coming years.
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Direct and Indirect Effects
Direct and indirect effects are defined as effects that occur from project activities
(thinning/girdling trees) or connected actions (such as access to project sites).
Alternative 1: No Action
Under this alternative, unthinned riparian trees will remain undersized and stunted, thereby
increasing the time for them to reach sufficient size to provide long term bank stability and fish
habitat. Streams lacking LW will continue to provide poor spawning and rearing habitat for
anadromous and resident fish. Trail users accessing the East Sitkoh cabin from FS 7540 FI will
continue to disturb soils, vegetation and stream banks by using the unimproved trail.
Alternative 2: Proposed Action
Riparian thinning has the potential to affect streams and water resources by reducing forest
canopy, thereby increasing solar radiation reaching streams and heating water. This effect will
be negligible, as current riparian thinning prescriptions have uncut buffers along stream channels
to protect bank stability and maintain current shade levels.
Potential benefits to fish and fish habitat are possible from the direct addition of woody debris to
the forest floor or dry channels from thinning activity. This can reduce sediment transport to
streams and fish habitat by adding roughness to channel floodplains and remnant or episodically
used alluvial fan channels. Additional direct benefits to fish, fish habitat and water resources is
the placement of large wood (LW) within 2.2 miles of Class I stream channels. The placement
of wood in these channels will improve fish habitat by creating pools for rearing habitat, more
effectively route sediments and improve water quality by stabilizing stream channels. Indirect
effects include increasing diameter growth of residual riparian trees after thinning activities and
trees falling into Class I and II streams or channels in the future to become instream LW, which
can increase quality and quantity of fish habitat thereby benefiting fish populations in the area.
Reopening of the portion of FDR 7540 to OHV traffic has the potential to affect water resources
and downstream fish habitat. This effect is predominantly during the construction phase when
the two existing fish stream crossings are hardened. Once completed, little sediment or impacts
are anticipated due to placement of rock within the road-stream crossing. These rock fords will
help protect approaches and stream bottoms from contributing sediment to stream channels. The
other stream crossings on this road segment are Class III and IV channels. While these are
defined channels where they cross the road prism, due to the morphology of the valley, they go
subsurface shortly below the road, with no defined channel and do not reach the main channel
and any fish habitat.
No direct or indirect adverse effects to fish or fish habitat are expected with project activities.
All of the thinning units occur adjacent to or include Class I, II, III and IV streams. Design
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criteria listed above, as well as forest BMPs, will function to minimize potential negative impacts
to water resources. With the prescribed no-cut buffers on Class I and II fish streams and overall
thinning prescription for these stands, forest canopy would not be reduced in riparian areas to a
degree that shade and stream temperatures would be modified. The scope and scale of this
project further minimizes potential for direct or indirect effects to watershed resources.
Cumulative Effects
Cumulative effects are the impact on the environment which results from the incremental impact
of the action when added to other past, present and reasonably foreseeable future actions. Past
actions in the project area include road-building, clearcut harvests, precommercial thinning, road
closure, road reconstruction and watershed restoration projects (fish habitat enhancement).
Ongoing activities include road maintenance, some recreational and administrative road use.
The Forest Service has the following connected actions to this proposed project:
Reopening of 1.3 miles of FS Road 7540 for OHV traffic.
Administrative use of East and Sitkoh Lake Cabins for trail construction and LW
enhancement work.
In addition to these connected actions, the Forest Service is also completing or planning the
following proposed action or ongoing work to occur in the Project Area in the next three to five
years that include:
Sitkoh River Reconstruction
Legacy Roads (road maintenance and Red pipe replacement/removal)
Sitkoh Creek trail recontruction
There would be no cumulative effects to watershed or fisheries resources as a result of the No
Action or Proposed Action alternatives for this proposed project.

Subsistence
Direct/Indirect and Cumulative Effects
Consistent with section 810 and 811 of ANILCA, this project was evaluated to determine
potential effects on subsistence opportunities and resources and rural resident access. One of the
primary objectives of the project is to enhance wildlife habitat and increase the carrying capacity
for deer. The proposed action would not result in a change or restriction of access to subsistence
resources. The direct, indirect and cumulative effects described in the wildlife resource sections
can be applied to the subsistence resource as well. As deer habitat improves so should
subsistence hunting. In addition the re-opening of FS Road 7540 to OHV travel will enhance
subsistence hunting access.
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Heritage
Direct/Indirect and Cumulative Effects
Direct, Indirect or Cumulative effects to cultural resources are unlikely for this project. However
there is the possibility of erosion from upslope activities. No erosion was observed from the
logging activities conducted in the early 1970’s. The logging in the 1970’s was clear cut logging
and would have had the greatest impacts on the resource due to direct ground disturbance and
indirectly erosion. The project proposed is to thin limited amounts of young-growth and in nondevelopment LUDs open the units with small gaps creating openings to mimic a natural
disturbance. This project is smaller in scale and scope than the 1970’s logging and does not
propose removal of timber for commercial sale. This leaves one to deduce that it is unlikely that
there will be any indirect or cumulative effects from this project. The only erosion noted from
previous reports and this project’s survey was erosion of the midden closest to the shore likely
from storm waves. Large wood structure placement will likely have no direct, indirect or
cumulative effects on cultural resources as the likelihood for discovering a site in a stream that
has likely changed course and is constantly down cutting and eroding is minimal. The 0.41 miles
of trail to be reconstructed is not likely to have direct, indirect or cumulative effects on cultural
resources in that the trail is an existing user created trail that is above 100 feet elevation and
below 300 feet elevation. The section of road proposed for opening as an OHV trail will not have
direct indirect or cumulative effects on cultural resources as this road is part of an inventoried
road system that was included in the Sitka Access Travel Management EA.
There is one known cultural site within or near the proposed thinning units. Based on the
distance from shore, elevation, previous surveys, previous disturbances and that reconstruction of
4.1 miles of Sitkoh Creek trail will be covered in another project, a determination of No Historic
Properties Affected is appropriate for this project. This determination is based on the stipulation
that the site will be avoided.

Recreation
Direct/Indirect Effects
Both alternatives meet the Recreation Opportunities Spectrum (ROS) Standards and Guides for
the LUD designations in the project area.
Alternative 1: No Action
Vegetative variety may take years longer to achieve if no thinning or stream enhancement occurs
in the project area.
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Access to East Sitkoh Cabin will continue to be oriented more toward floatplanes. The user
made trail connecting FS Rd 7544 FI to the cabin will remain unhardened and susceptible to
erosion.
Maintaining a closure on the last 1.7 miles of FS Rd 7540 FI will reduce motorized access for
those members of the public unable to walk to the end of the closed road.
Alternative 2: Proposed Action
Criteria and Condition:
1. Prioritize and schedule trail construction and maintenance to meet public needs as follows:
a) Existing trails that are causing resource damage or to protect investments.
b) Existing trails and waterways serving local community needs and tourist centers.
c) Existing trails and waterways providing access to recreation cabins
2. Seek to minimize impacts to areas directly adjacent to developed
recreation and tourism facilities (e.g., as cabins and campgrounds)
through scheduling and location of project activities.
The large woody debris enhancement work proposed in streams adjacent to East Sitkoh Cabin
and Sitkoh Lake is planned to occur during the field season of 2012. Streams receiving
enhancement work support habitat for juvenile species and will not affect sport fishing activities,
but may improve fishing opportunities in the future enhancement work will be completed by
hand and will take about 3 weeks to complete. People renting East Sitkoh cabin during
completion of the work will hear work crews and chainsaws operating. Chainsaw operations
during thinning activities on units adjacent to Sitkoh Lake will be heard by people recreating in
the area of the lake.
Thinning activities occurring during spring or fall bear season could interfere with successful
guided and non-guided hunts. Thinning occurring in riparian areas or near estuaries could
displace bear that would be targeted by guides. Guides may have to move to different areas
temporarily for undisturbed hunts. Hunting and fishing pressure may temporarily increase due to
the presence of contractors in the project area to complete work.
Reconstruction of the 0.41 mile connector trail from FS Rd 7544 FI to East Sitkoh Cabin is
planned to occur during the 2012 field season. The trail will be reconstructed to a hiking trail
standard with a 30‖ wide tread. Using logs from nearby a 30’ log bridge will be built to cross a
stream northwest of the cabin. The Forest Service crew building the trail will stay at the East
Sitkoh cabin during construction, approximately 8 days, displacing potential cabin renters.
Access to the cabin will be improved for those driving to the trailhead, potentially increasing use
of the cabin and Sitkoh Lake Trail. Improving the cabin access trail could increase use of Sitkoh
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Lake Trail by those not renting the cabin and affecting solitude of cabin renters by leading hikers
near the recreation cabin.
Sitkoh Bay, Florence Bay, Sitkoh Creek, Sitkoh Lake, and False Island are visual priority routes
and use areas. Scenic integrity of all thinning units will be maintained according to ROS class.
The majority of units slated for thinning or fish enhancement are not seen from visual priority
routes and use areas (see table 1 in Chapter 2 for stand numbers). They are located in the Timber
Production or Modified Landscape LUDs and have Scenic Integrity Objectives of low to very
low. Units located on the south shore of Sitkoh Lake and units east of Florence Bay are in an
Old Growth LUD. (FS Rds 75620.6, 7562,7552) Activities associated with fish enhancement
and wildlife thinning will not be visually evident to the casual observer. Vegetative variety will
be introduced where none exists by thinning. Native materials will be used to complete fish
enhancement work and recreate a more natural appearing stream course. Thinning improvement
designed to improve habitat should increase populations creating more opportunities for hunting
and fishing success.
3. OHV trail systems utilizing connections with existing road systems to form loop trips and
access to recreation attractions
4. Provide a diversity of OHV recreational opportunities across the Forest where consistent with
the criteria in FSM 2355 and 36 CFR 212, which includes:
a) The use is compatible with established land management and resource objectives.
b) The use is consistent with the capability and suitability of the resource.
c) There is demonstrated demand that cannot be better satisfied elsewhere
Recreation, subsistence, and authorized uses may be considered separately depending on the
circumstances
The proposed action opens another 1.7 miles of FS Rd 7540 FI (see figure 3) to motorized use
and converts it to a trail. OHV use is compatible with the Timber Production LUD. During
Sitka Collaborative Stewardship Group public meetings this section of road was identified to
open as a way to increase access for the elderly and disabled. Providing additional areas to ride
is important to OHV enthusiasts where recreational opportunities are limited to the road and
motorized trail system. This road ends at a series of forested muskegs connecting through as far
as Hook Creek in the Kadashan drainage, 0.3 miles from an area that is a Congressionally
designated LUD II inventoried roadless area and from the headwaters of a proposed Wild river.
Although illegal to ride off of existing roads and trails designated for motorized use it is
physically possible for riders to venture into the open, gentle topography of the Kadashan LUD
II area. The 2007 Revision of the Sitka ATM closed this section of road, however the Southeast
Alaska Transportation Plan(SATP) has included this route as a link to communities and the
decision to maintain the roadbed or the option of a roadbed is included. Reopening this closed
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road as a trail will provide additional access to areas for subsistence hunting and fishing,
however these opportunities can be found elsewhere on the project area road system.
5. Meet fish passage direction at all locations where trails cross fish streams. Refer to Fish
Forest-wide Standards and Guidelines. Project activity planning will specify permissible uses of
motorized equipment and the timing of trail construction activities based on agreement with the
Alaska Department of Natural Resources and as determined by environmental analysis and
appropriate line officer approval.
This section of FS Rd 7540 FI from mile post (MP) 13.547 to MP 15.305 crosses three class I
and II streams and four class IV streams. Stream crossings are all navigable by OHV.
Concurrence with Alaska Department of Fish and Game requirements will be met prior to
converting this to a trail for OHV use.
The Action Alternative in the short term will not change the ROS for this area. Recreation
opportunities provided after thinning and trail construction will meet Roaded Modified
standards.
Cumulative Effects
The long-term, cumulative ROS effects of this project, in combination with previous thinning
activities, will be conversion of thinned areas to a more natural appearing ecosystem. Thinning
will begin to eliminate lines between clear cut areas and older adjacent stands changing the
visitor experience, and moving the ROS from Roaded Modified to Roaded Natural.
Mitigation Measures
Thinning programmed in areas adjacent to estuaries or riparian areas used in guided bear hunts
will be completed outside of spring and fall bear season if feasible. (Spring March 15 to May 20,
Fall September 15 to December 31)
Where required due to fisheries concerns motorized trail crossings on FS Rd 7540 FI will be
armored with large rock or gravel to reduce the chance of erosion while allowing fish passage.
The hiking trail from FS Rd 7540 FI to East Sitkoh Cabin will be constructed in conjunction with
cabin maintenance to decrease the number of days the public is displaced for renting the cabin.

Botany
Direct Effects
The proposed silvicultural, wetland and wildlife habitat treatments within managed stands should
promote a faster recovery of the forest and wetlands to a pre-harvest condition. Slash debris
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from thinning and pruning activities will suppress understory development in the short term.
Most understory species are absent in young growth stands and will not become fully established
until the stands mature in age and old growth structure. Trail construction will crush or eliminate
vegetation within the narrow trail corridor. Impacts to Sensitive or Rare plant species are
expected to be minimal since they are not expected to occur in harvest units, and were not found
on the proposed trail corridor.
Indirect Effects
Most of the expected indirect effects are beneficial in terms of increased tree spacing and
subsequent light influx on the forest floor which will encourage understory growth. Disturbance
caused by equipment or trail construction has the potential to spread invasive species. Use of
gravel for trail construction could spread invasive species. The potential effects from this project
are minor.
Cumulative Effects
The history of road construction, logging and the associated logging and work camps at False
Island are the primary source of disturbance and invasive species in the project area.
Recreational and guided use on the False Island road system may contribute to the spread of
invasive species. Recent use of heavy equipment for the Ocean Boulevard Wildlife project may
have created disturbance along the roadsides that favor the spread of invasive species. This
project should have minor cumulative effects on the project area if care is taken to prevent the
spread of invasive species to the Sitkoh lakeshore.

DETERMINATION OF EFFECTS
Findings for effects to botanical resources for this project are summarized below. Definitions for
the findings follow below.
General Vegetation
Minor

Rare Plants
Minor

Sensitive Plants
Minor

Invasive Plants
Minor

Negligible effects may or may not cause observable changes to natural conditions;
regardless, they do not reduce the integrity of a resource.
Minor effects cause observable and short-term changes to natural conditions, but they do not
reduce the integrity of a resource.
Moderate effects cause observable and short-term changes to natural conditions, and/or they
reduce the integrity of a resource.
Major effects cause observable and long-term changes to natural conditions, and they reduce
the integrity of a resource.
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Federal and Local Permits and Certifications
The Forest Service is required to obtain permitting from The US Army Corp of Engineers and
concurrences from the Alaska Department of Fish and Game Habitat Division.

Applicable Laws and Executive Orders
Many federal laws and Executive Orders pertain to project-specific planning and environmental
analysis on federal lands. While most of the laws and Executive Orders listed below pertain to
all federal lands, some of the laws are specific to Alaska.
Findings and Disclosures
Several of the laws and executive orders listed below require project-specific findings or other
disclosures. These apply to federal land management projects and activities and are included
here and in the Decision Notice. They apply to both alternatives considered in detail in this EA.
National Forest Management Act
All project alternatives fully comply with the 2008 Tongass Forest Plan. This project
incorporates all applicable Forest Plan standards and guidelines and management area
prescriptions as they apply to the project area and complies with Forest Plan goals and
objectives. This includes the additional direction contained in the 2008 Record of Decision for
the Forest Plan Revision. All required interagency review and coordination have been
accomplished; new or revised measures resulting from this review have been incorporated.
The 2008 Forest Plan complies with all resource integration and management requirements of 36
CFR 219 (219.14 through 219.27).
Endangered Species Act
Neither alternative is anticipated to have a direct, indirect, or cumulative effect on any threatened
or endangered species in or outside the project area. A complete Biological Evaluation (BE) is
included in the planning record and was sent to the U. S. Fish and Wildlife Service and National
Marine Fisheries Service. The project received verbal concurrence from the U. S. Fish and
Wildlife Service National and Marine Fisheries Service.
National Historic Preservation Act
Tribal governments and Alaska Native Corporations have been contacted and public comment
encouraged. No effects on historic properties are anticipated.
Alaska National Interest Lands Conservation Act (ANILCA)
An ANILCA Section 810 and 811subsistence and access evaluation was conducted. No
significant restrictions on the abundance and distribution of, access to, or competition for
subsistence resources in the project area are anticipated.
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Clean Water Act
Congress intended the Clean Water Act of 1972 (Public Law 92-500) as amended in 1977
(Public Law 95-217) and 1987 (Public Law 100-4) to protect and improve the quality of water
resources and maintain their beneficial uses. Section 313 of the Clean Water Act and Executive
Order 12088 of January 23, 1987 address Federal agency compliance and consistency with water
pollution control mandates. Agencies must be consistent with requirements that apply to "any
governmental entity" or private person. Compliance is to be in line with "all Federal, State,
interstate, and local requirements, administrative authority, and process and sanctions respecting
the control and abatement of water pollution."
The Clean Water Act (Sections 208 and 319) recognized the need for control strategies for
nonpoint source pollution. The National Nonpoint Source Policy (December 12, 1984), the
Forest Service Nonpoint Strategy (January 29, 1985), and the USDA Nonpoint Source Water
Quality Policy (December 5, 1986) provide a protection and improvement emphasis for soil and
water resources and water-related beneficial uses. Soil and water conservation practices (BMPs)
were recognized as the primary control mechanisms for nonpoint source pollution on National
Forest System lands. The Environmental Protection Agency supports this perspective in their
guidance, "Nonpoint Source Controls and Water Quality Standards" (August 19, 1987).
The Forest Service must apply Best Management Practices that are consistent with the Alaska
Forest Resources and Practices Regulations to achieve Alaska Water Quality Standards. The
site-specific application of BMPs, with a monitoring and feedback mechanism, is the approved
strategy for controlling nonpoint source pollution as defined by Alaska’s Nonpoint Source
Pollution Control Strategy (October 2000). In 1997, The State approved the BMPs in the Forest
Service’s Soil and Water Conservation Handbook (FSH Handbook 2509.22, October 1996) as
consistent with the Alaska Forest Resources and Practices Regulations. This Handbook is
incorporated into the Tongass Land Management Plan.
Clean Air Act
Emissions anticipated from the implementation of any alternative would be of short duration and
are not expected to exceed State of Alaska ambient air quality standards (18 AAC 50).
Executive Order 11988
No floodplains or riparian areas will be impacted by this project.
Executive Order 11990
Executive Order 11990 requires federal agencies to avoid, to the extent possible, the long-term
and short-term adverse impacts associated with the destruction or modification of wetlands. No
wetlands will be impacted by this project.
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Executive Order 12898
Implementation of any project alternative is not anticipated to cause disproportionate adverse
human health or environmental effects to minority or low-income populations. Expected effects
are similar for all populations, regardless of nationality, gender, race, or income.
Executive Order 12962
With the limited scope of the project and the application of Forest Plan standards and guidelines,
no significant adverse effects to freshwater or marine resources are expected. Recreational
fishing would not be impacted.
Executive Order 13175 (2000): Consultation and Coordination with Indian Tribal
Governments
EOs 13084 and 13175 direct federal agencies to work with tribal governments in policy
development and project implementation where significant tribal interests are affected by federal
policies or undertakings. The Sitka Ranger District sent a letter to all Tribal governments and
within the district. No other concerns have been raised by Tribes.
Magnuson-Stevens Fishery Conservation and Management Act of 1996
The Magnuson-Stevens Fishery Conservation and Management Act of 1996 (hereafter referred
to in this section as ―the Act‖) requires consultation with the National Marine Fisheries Service
on activities that may affect Essential Fish Habitat (EFH). EFH is defined as "those waters and
substrates necessary to fish for spawning, breeding, feeding, or growth to maturity." EFH for
Pacific salmon includes marine waters, intertidal habitats, and freshwater streams accessible to
anadromous fish. Marine EFH for the salmon fisheries in Alaska includes all estuarine and
marine areas utilized by Pacific salmon of Alaska origin, extending from the influence of
tidewater and tidally submerged habitats to the limits of the U.S. exclusive economic zone. The
Act promotes the protection of these habitats through review, assessment, and mitigation of
activities that may adversely affect these habitats.
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CHAPTER 4, CONSULTATION AND
COORDINATION
The Forest Service consulted the following individuals, Federal, state and local agencies, tribes
and non-Forest Service persons during the development of this environmental assessment:

Preparers
INTERDISCIPLINARY TEAM MEMBERS:
Chris Leeseberg (SRD) Fisheries and Wildlife Biologist and Team Leader
Marty Becker (SRD), Hydrologist
Craig Buehler (SRD)/ RD Parks (PRD), Silvicultural Treatment Prescriptions
Modanna Parks (PRD), GIS
Brad Krieckhaus (SRD), Botany, Weeds
Jay Kinsman (SRD), Archaeology
Annemarie LaPame (SRD), Recreation, Special Uses
Review was provided by
Perry Edwards (Sitka Ranger District journey level biologist)

Consultation and Coordination
FEDERAL, STATE, AND LOCAL AGENCIES:
USDI Fish and Wildlife Service
NOAA National Marine Fisheries Service
City of Sitka
US Army Corp of Engineers
TRIBES AND CORPORATIONS:
Kootznoowoo Incorporation
Angoon CommunityAssociation
Central Council Tlingit Haida, Indian Tribes of Alaska
Sealaska Corporation
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